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The BRAHMS Beam-Beam counters were designed to provide vertex and triggering 
information as well as charged particle multiplicity densities in heavy ion collisions 
at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). The Beam-Beam counters cover the 
pseudorapidity range 2.7<~<4.5. They continue to function in all three of these 
capacities. As a result, all of the major discoveries of BRAHMS have been 
dependent on the Beam-Beam counters. A representative list of the major 
contributions in which the counters have played an importa%%@@@o(&~nCe Granted 
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1. Antiproton to proton ratios in Au+Au collisions at &NN=I 30 GeV 

depend on rapidity [I] 

With the BRAHMS detector, the antiproton to proton ratio at central and forward 
rapidities were meaured for Au+Au reactions at & N N = ~  30 GeV, and for three different 
collision centralities. For collisions in the 0-40% centrality range we found N(anti- 
proton)/N(proton)= 0.64 +- 0.04 (stat.) +- 0.06 (syst.) at y -0, 0.66 +- 0.03 +- 0.06 at y - 
0.7, and 0.41 +- 0.04 +- 0.06 at y - 2. The ratios are found to be nearly independent of 
collision centrality and transverse momentum. The measurements demonstrate that the 
antiproton and proton rapidity densities vary differently with rapidity, and indicate that a 
net-baryon free midrapidity plateau (Bjorken limit) is not reached at this RHIC energy. 

2. Charged particle densities from Au+Au collisions at &NN=I 30 GeV 

The BRAHMS spectrometers have determined the charged particle densities as a function 
of pseudorapidity and collision centrality for the 197Au+l97Au reaction at & ~ = 1 3 0  
GeV. An integral charged particle multiplicity of 3860+/-300 is found for the 5% most 
central events within the pseudorapidity range -4.7 <q<4.7. At mid-rapidity an 
enhancement in the particle yields per participant nucleon pair is observed for central 
events. Near to the beam rapidity, a scaling of the particle yields consistent with the 
"limiting fragmentation" picture is observed. Our results are compared to other recent 
experimental and theoretical discussions of charged particle densities in ultra-relativistic 
heavy-ion collisions.[2] 
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3. Pseudorapidity distributions of charged particles from Au+Au 

collisions at the maximum RHIC energy, +NN = 200 GeV 

At &~=200 GeV the BRAHMS collaboration measured the charged particle densities 
as a function of pseudorapidity and collision centrality for the 197Au+197Au reaction. 
For the 5% most central events dNch/deta(eta=O) = 625 +/- 55 and Nch(-4.7< q<4.7) = 

4630+-370, i.e. 14% and 21% increases, respectively, relative to &.~~=130 GeV 
collisions. Charged-particle production per pair of participant nucleons is found to 
increase from peripheral to central collisions around mid-rapidity. These results constrain 
current models of particle production at the highest RHIC energy. [3] 

4. Rapidity dependence of charged antiparticle-to-particle ratios in 

Au+Au collisions at &~=200 GeV 

Important properties that BRAHMS has succeeded in measuring are the ratios of the 
numbers of charged antiparticles to particles (pions, kaons and protons) in Au + Au 
collisions at dsm=200 GeV as a function of rapidity in the range y=O-3. While the 
particle ratios at midrapidity are approaching unity, the K-K+ and p(bar)}/p ratios 
decrease significantly at forward rapidities. An interpretation of the results within the 
statistical model indicates a reduction of the baryon chemical potential. [4] 

5. Transverse momentum spectra in Au+Au and d+Au collisions at 

dSNN=200 GeV and the pseudorapidity dependence of high pt 

suppression 

Spectra of charged hadrons from Au+Au and d+Au collisions at dsm=200 GeV were 
measured with the BRAHMS spectrometers. The spectra for different collision 
centralities can be compared to spectra from proton-antiproton collisions at the same 
energy scaled by the number of binary collisions. The resulting ratios (nuclear 
modification factors) for central AutAu collisions at v=O, and q=2.2 evidence a strong 
suppression in the high pt region (>2 GeV/c). In contrast, the d+Au nuclear modification 
factor (at v=O) exhibits an enhancement of the high pt yields. These measurements 
indicate a high energy loss of the high pt particles in the medium created in the central 
Au+Au collisions. The lack of suppression in d+Au collisions makes it unlikely that 
initial state effects can explain the suppression in the central Au+Au collisions. [5] 



6. Charged meson rapidity distributions in central Au+Au collisions at 

JSNN = 200 GeV 

The rapidity densities dN/dy of pi+/- and K+/- were determined over a broad rapidity 
range (-0.1 < y < 3.5) for central Au+Au collisions at 4~ = 200 GeV. These data have 
significant implications for the chemistry and dynamics of the dense system that is 
initially created in the collisions. The full phase-space yields are 1742 +/- 17 +/- 140 
(pi+), 1761 +/- 16 +/- 141 (pi-), 288 +/- 5 +/- 23 (K+) and 241 +/- 3 +/- 19 (K-). The 
systematics of the strange to non--strange meson ratios are found to track the variation of 
the baryo--chemical potential with rapidity and energy. Landau--like hydrodynamic is 
found to describe the bulk transport of the pions in the longitudinal direction. [6] 

7. Centrality dependence of charged-particle pseudorapidity 

distributions from d+Au collisions at &NN=200 GeV 

Charged-particle pseudorapidity densities are presented for the d+Au reaction at 
&~=200 GeV with -4.2 <~<4.2.  The results are shown for minimum-bias events and 0- 
30% and 30-60% central events. The data were obtained using several subsystems of the 
BRAHMS experiment at RHIC. Models incorporating both soft physics and hard, 
perturbative QCD-based scattering physics agree well with the experimental results. The 
data do not support predictions based on strong-coupling, semi-classical QCD. A 
comparison of the central 200 GeV data with full-overlap d+Au results at &=19.4 GeV 
shows similar behavior in the near-fragmentation regions after accounting for the number 
of participants of the respective fragments. [7] 

8. On the evolution of the nuclear modification factors with rapidity 

and centrality in d+Au collisions at &NN= 200 GeV 

BRAHMS has reported a study of the transverse momentum dependence of nuclear 
modification factors 
&~=200 GeV, as a function of collision centrality and of the pseudorapidity V= 
0,1,2.2,3.2 of the produced hadrons. A significant and systematic decrease of 
increasing rapidity was found. The midrapidity enhancement and the forward rapidity 
suppression are more pronounced in central collisions relative to peripheral collisions. 
These results are relevant to the study of the possible onset of gluon saturation at RHIC 
energies. [SI 
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